It is generally assumed that language production proceeds incrementally, with chunks of linguistic structure planned ahead of speech. Extensive research has examined the scope of language production and suggests that the size of planned chunks varies across contexts (Ferreira & Swets, 2002; Wagner & Jescheniak, 2010). By contrast, relatively little is known about the structure of advance planning, specifically whether planning proceeds incrementally according to the surface structure of the utterance, or whether speakers plan according to the hierarchical relationships between utterance elements. In two experiments, we examine the structure and scope of lexical planning in language production using a picture description task. Analyses of speech onset times and word durations show that speakers engage in hierarchical planning such that structurally dependent lexical items are planned together and that hierarchical planning occurs for both direct and indirect dependencies.
Introduction
At the surface form, spoken language is expressed as a linear sequence of linguistic symbols, or words. By contrast, the underlying structure of this sequence of words is, in Lashley's (1951) words, a ''series of hierarchies of organization'', evident at multiple levels of linguistic structure, including grammatical, lexical and phonological structures. Lashley's arguments with respect to language were largely in response to a view of language as an incremental, associative production of linguistic forms. Such arguments are inconsistent with now well-known evidence that speech errors typically obey the phonotactic and syntactic regularities in the language (Dell, Reed, Adams, & Meyer, 2000; Garrett, 1975) , suggesting that the elements of what eventually becomes a linear sequence are planned together at some higher level of organization.
One level of representation with clearly non-linear elements is the message, which is the starting point for language production and represents the speaker's communicative intent. The message is initially generated in a non-verbal form, and then undergoes linguistic encoding so that it can be articulated (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Levelt, 1989) . Linguistic encoding involves multiple levels of processing including retrieving lemmas corresponding to the concepts in the prepared message (i.e., lexical items that are not specified for the phonological structure), building syntactic structure, and retrieving morpho-phonological forms. It is generally accepted that production proceeds incrementally (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989) . That is, speakers do not formulate an entire utterance before speaking. Instead, speech is initiated once a minimal chunk of an utterance is retrieved, with preparation of subsequent structures continuing as speaking unfolds in time. This applies to all levels of the production system. However, the scope of planning has been known to vary at different levels of the production system with a wider scope at earlier levels than at later levels (e.g., Wundt, 1900, but see
